Abstract
Introduction
Along with the increasing amount of services and applications in wireless networks, the spectrum resources are becoming more and more precious [1] [2] [3] . Cognitive radio (CR) has emerged as a promising technology for maximizing the utilization efficiency of the limited spectrum resources. IEEE802.22 Working Group specified the cognitive radio technology as the air interface standards, the dynamic spectrum access model improve the spectrum efficiency. The main idea contained in the CR technology is that the CR node can sense and exploit the spectrum hole and communication over the channel without harmfully interfacing with the ongoing primary user (PU).
One of the most important and critical components of the cognitive radio is spectrum sensing. For example, if the channel between the primary transmitter and the sensing device is under deep fading, it is possible that the cognitive device may not detect the primary signal, thus resulting in harmful interference to the nearby primary receivers. Considering the hardware constraints existing in cognitive devices, the ability of the single CR node sensing the whole channel state is limited. Cooperative spectrum sensing utilizes the spectrum sensing results from several independent sensing devices to increase the overall detection performance. In the research area, lots of contributions have been published on the cooperative spectrum sensing recently. Most of the literatures focus on the improvement of sensing performance and the reduction of sensing overhead [4] .
Compressive sensing (CS) is an emerging field based on the revelation that a small collection of linear projections of a sparse signal contains enough information for stable, sub-Nyquist signal acquisition. It has been applied in various areas, such as imaging, radar, speech recognition, and data acquisition. In communications, compressive sensing is largely accepted for sparse channel estimation and its variants.
Motivated by the sparse channel estimation problem, the complete channel state is sparse under the conditions of low spectral efficiency. Other than traditional method of looking for the perception of spectrum holes, this paper focus on the sparsity of occupied sub-channels. Based on compressed sensing technology, a novel cooperative wideband spectrum sensing method is proposed in the cognitive radio networks. The speed and the efficiency of the single CR node sensing process are improved through the sparse measurement matrix. The fusion center reconstructs the observed data by the turbo-decoding message-passing (TDMP) algorithm, dramatically reducing the computation.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a brief description of the CS theory background. Section III depicts the details of the proposed wideband spectrum sensing method. Our simulation results are given in Section IV. Section V gives the conclusion. The recovery of x given y and F is an ill-posed inverse problem, and the prior knowledge of sparsity in x enable the optimization which searches for the sparsest coefficients q that agree with the measurement y . 
Compressive sensing theory
Unfortunately, solving the 0  optimization is NP-complete. In the literature [5] , if the measurement matrix F is incoherent with Y , the 0 norm -
It is popular to choose a random matrix as a fixed measurement matrix F and solve the 1 norm - optimization problem by linear programming techniques like basis pursuit (BP) or greedy algorithms such as matching pursuit (MP) and orthogonal match pursuit (OMP). In this paper, we investigate the spectrum sensing performance from sparse measurement of the channel state under the condition of low spectrum efficiency, and the computation complex reducing of reconstruction by Turbo-decoding message-passing algorithm. The system model is demonstrated in Figure 1 . The wideband spectrum channel is divided into n sub-channels and let 1 2 [ , , , ] 
Wideband spectrum sensing
y x z = F + (4)
Channel Model
Under the condition of low spectrum efficiency: the channel is k-sparse, there is only k nonzero entries in q . We assume that i q are independent identical distribution. To ensure the sparsity of the channel, we choose the probability mass function of i q to be Bernoulli:
Consider the actual measurement, let x be mixture Gaussian signal depend on the channel state i q .The condition probability density function of x satisfy: 
Sparse Measurement Matrix
In the traditional CS theory, the measurement matrix is set to be a Gaussian matrix for F and Y satisfy restricted isometry property (RIP). In this paper, we use the sparse matrix as the measurement matrix which has the advantage of simple structure and rapid compute. The construction of the sparse measurement matrix is familiar with the LDPC code check matrix. Because the performance of LDPC code closes to the Shannon's limit, we predication the measurement signal can be recovered and the literature [6] gives the theoretical proof. Formula (7) shows the instance of F . The entries in the matrix are {0,1} and the number of 1 in each row is limited to be L. Each row denotes that the CR node measures part of the channel state and only L sub-channel has been summed. The measurement can be seen as a filter that the tap is sparse and selects part of the complete channel state [7] . The number L determined the complexity of the CR node and the iterative algorithm in the reconstruction. 
Turbo-decoding Message-passing Reconstruction
In the classical CS theory, the sparse measurement process needs more measurement data and more complicated reconstruction algorithm. Motivated by the sparse measure matrix, the reconstruction can be resolved by the LDPC decoder algorithm. Belief propagation algorithm is classical iterative decoder algorithm based on the factor graph, which define probability message passing between two different nodes: variable node and constraint node.
Approximately Sparse Signal Reconstruction
The set of equation y x = F is under-determined and there are infinitely many solutions. Our goal is estimate x given y and F . Consider the minimum mean square error (MMSE) estimates,
where the expectation is taken over the prior distribution for x . The MMSE can be expressed as the conditional mean,
In formula (9), x is independently distributed Gaussian vector, the MMSE estimates can be computed by the pseudo-inverse of F , Computation of ( ) P q y relies on ( ) f y q , which requires integration of ( ) f x q over the hyperplane of solution to y= x F . This is a NP-hard problem. But due to the sparsity of the measurement matrix, the message passing algorithm based on graphical model is appropriate choice. So the MMSE estimate translates to get the distributions ( ) P q y and ( ) f x y .
Graphical Model of Reconstruction
As shown in the Figure 3 , the variable node is signal x . The constraint nodes q denote that the q follow the formula (5) distribution and x follow the formula (6). The constraint nodes y denote y x z = F + . The final channel state vector q can be decided by the probability relation to x . The principle of message passing algorithm is to divided the global function into the product of local functions, by defining the posterior probability as the message in each iterative and obtained the marginal distribution [8] . Formula (8) show the message from variable node to constraint node is updated by taking the product of all messages received by v on other edges. Formula (9) show the similar message compute process which from constraint node to variable node. 
The probability density function is defined as the message, so the marginal distribution for a given variable node is obtained from the product of all most recent incoming message along the edges connecting to the node,
Turbo-decoding Message-passing
Turbo decoding message passing has been widely used in LDPC decoder. The principle of TDMP is packet decoding [9] [10] . For the sparse signal reconstruction, the TDMP algorithm is mainly used in the constraint nodes y , that y x z = F + . In the message passing algorithm, the number of iterative is a constant that message passing between the two kinds of nodes is parallel. The node passes the message The character of TDMP is that each message computation process will utilize the last updated message. As a result, the speed of the iterative to be converge is improved and the save 50% store space for message than belief propagation algorithm. The TDMP algorithm is described as:
The computation complexity of linear programming technique is 
No.Measurement Sampling Rate=
No.channel
No. Measurement is the measurement date received by the fusion center. No. Channel is number of sub-channel in the CR networks. Sampling Rate is standard measure of compressed sensing performance.
In the simulation, the entire channel can be divided into 100 sub-channels, so n = 100. Assume that the number of PU in the CR network, k = 4; sparsity rate, S=4%; measurement noise z is zero; the nonzero number L of each row in the measurement matrix is corresponding to sub-channel number of cognitive users need to measure; the sample values of the probability density function is passed as a message in the iteration process. The simulation is under MATLAB R2009a.
Step 1: Initialization.
Set up data structure for message and initialize them. Figure 5 describes the probability of detection at different sampling rate for single cognitive node measure a different number of sub-channel state, under the condition of measurement noiseless. When the L value is large, the fusion center can detect the channel occupied status by the primary user with greater probability; When L=5, it is at least 40% of the sampling rate for 90% detection accuracy. However, selecting a larger L means the single CR node needs to measure more sub-channel states which increasing the cost of the CR node. So it is adaptive process. When the CR node is fewer, in order to improve the probability of detection, we can improve the L value to reduce the computational complexity of the fusion center. When the CR node is increased, we can reduce the L value and improve the measurement of the fusion center received for reduce the difficulty of CR node measurement process. Figure 6 describes the probability of detection at different sampling rate for single cognitive node measure L=20 sub-channel state, under the different of measurement noise. Z relative to the different variance of z and determine the size of the measurement noise. It is shown that the increase in the measure process will reduce the probability of detection. When measurement noise variance N=0, i.e. noiseless case, the probability of detection will increased to 100% required exceed 45% sampling rate. When the N = 2 required 60%, N = 4 required 80%, N = 6 No matter how increase the sampling rate, the probability of detection is difficult to achieve 100%. Figure 7 describes the probability of detection at different sampling rate for single cognitive node measure L=20 sub-channel state, under the different of PU number k. When the spectrum is occupied by PU at only 1% sub-channel being occupied, only 35% samples offer a POD close to 100%. When the PU increase, it will need more samples to high POD.
Conclusions
In the centralized networks, each CR node get the accurate state of the channel is pivotal to the development of cognitive radio technology. In this paper, a rapid detection algorithm reduces the measurement complexity of a single CR node is proposed; the use of Turbo-decoder message-passing iterative reconstruction process reduced the amount of computation and store space. The simulation results show that the individual CR node measurement cost L can be adjusted according to the number of CR node in the CR networks for guarantee POD and efficiency. The effect of measurement noise and sparsity of channel can be depressed by the increasing of sampling rate.
